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Managing Your Time Well and
Being Flexible Translates into a
Higher Level of Success.
Working more efficiently supports being more
available for clients.
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Alanna’s Audiocasts
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Alanna’s Audiocasts
!
Instead of listening to the radio…. Fuel your brain by listening to I Love My
Life! Recordings, a resourceful collection of valuable information and
fundamental tools.!

!

By listening to these recordings, you’ll learn how to attract more money,
improve productivity and efficiency, and eliminate stress…. and much much
more!!

!

Get Started and put these into practice today! You may choose from
individual Audiocasts, topic-inspired packages, and even the entire
Audiocast library package.

!
!

!
Get the Entire Library at an amazing
discount for an ALL ACCESS pass!
Only $260 ($520)!
Learn More
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Alanna:!

Hi, there. This is Alanna Levenson with I Love My Life! Coaching. My
guest here on this call is Mark Levinson, no relation of course. He is a
Family Law Attorney. Thank you Mark for agreeing to participate in my
client case study series. I really appreciate you being here.!

Mark:!

You're welcome. My pleasure.!

Alanna:!

First, I just want to start off by allowing you to tell everyone about
yourself and your business.!

“I needed someone that had dealt with people in a variety of areas
and that had expertise in how those firms grow, how they manage
themselves and what challenges they would face that I hadn't even
anticipated.”!
Mark:!

As you know, I'm a Family Law Attorney. I handle all phases of Family
Law including custody visitation, spousal support, child support and
everything that goes along with it. I've been specializing in Family Law
for over 20 years. I've been in practice for over 30 years. I represent both
men and women in the divorce process.!

Alanna:!

Great, Thank you. What I would love for you to share with everyone is,
before you started working with me, what were your concerns, your
business challenges or what made you decide to hire a coach?!

Mark:!

I had previously worked with Family Law firms where there was more
than one attorney and office staff and secretaries. When I decided that I
wanted to open my own practice, I found that there were many things
that I thought had been taking care of and just realized I had to do every
single thing.
Wearing Multiple Hats

I wanted to work with somebody that could help me prioritize needs
that was knowledgeable in the field, that knew the challenges facing sole
practitioners in any business because I firmly believe that the law is a
business and that other people working for themselves also have
businesses.!
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I needed someone that had dealt with people in a variety of areas and
that had expertise in how those firms grow, how they manage
themselves and what challenges they would face that I hadn't even
anticipated.!

Alanna:!

When we're in our own world it's hard to look at things from every angle
and so it's easier for someone like a coach to see it from a more objective
view point.!

Mark:!

I thought the objectivity was very important. I also thought that the skill
someone would bring to the table was important for me when I open my
own practice.!

Alanna:!

That perfectly leads me into my next question which is, if someone else
were to ask you, “why did you decide to work with Alanna?”, what
would you tell them?!

Mark:!

A couple of things really. One is you do business with people you know
and people you respect. I knew some other people that you worked with.
I knew the challenges they faced. I had seen you in various atmospheres,
various groups. !

!

I thought you were extraordinarily bright. You are organized and you are
concise and I valued all of those skills.
Improving Communication Skills

I wanted to work with somebody that was not afraid to tell me where I
needed to either make corrections or change what I was doing, or
perhaps a better way to say something, somebody that had a different
way of looking at different challenges to help me as I moved along and
improved my practice.!
Alanna:!

I appreciate you saying all that. There's a lot that goes into this process.
How would you describe coaching to someone else who hasn't worked
with a coach before?!

Mark:!

I think that everybody looks for different things in coaching, but for me,
it was the benefits of somebody who had experience working with
people that were working for themselves in their own business. !
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It was scheduling priorities. It was an additional resource, including
when I needed, just for example a billing service, you knew all different
types of services that would help me out.!

!

I like the idea of accountability that we made schedules, we made goals
that were both short-term, long-term, intermediate range goals, and then
we checked in or I checked in with you more properly and more
accurately and say, "Here's where we're going. Maybe we've solved this
problem or maybe it's not as big as we thought it was. Maybe this goal
should be either shorter term goal or longer term goal."
Identifying Short-term or Long-term Goals

It was a flexible process. It wasn't a rigid A, B, C, & D and then next
month we're doing D, E, F. It was, "Let's examine where we're going.
Let's examine the progress you've made or if we need to make more
progress in one particular area."!
!

Then also, things change as you go along. Certainly my practice has,
where sometimes you have extraordinarily difficult clients who take up a
lot of time. Other times, it seems like a more complex case but it's not
unusual.!

!

We discussed it, and you advised me to keep clients accountable also for
my time that they were using. When I ask them something, keeping
them on track and not allowing them to divert my attention to things
that they thought were perhaps important, but really in the scheme of
what I was trying to do were not.!

“One of the things that I should add is before we finished every
session I remember, you would say, "What did you get out of this
session?" It makes me articulate and focus on, okay when I'm
walking out of this door or away from this session, what did I get? !
! That is important for two reasons. One it's very good
reinforcement, "Okay what did I get out of this session and how is
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it going to impact my practice?" Two, it sets the stage for what
we're going to do in the next session.”!
Alanna:!

I'd imagine that because of what you do, if we talk about it, when we get
together is that Family Law in that area of divorce and sometimes
dealing with kids, it can be a really emotional thing. !

!

I would imagine that sometimes people unconsciously mistake you for a
therapist rather than, "Wait a second, this is my attorney and he's helping
me with my case," and some other things that you mentioned too that are
an important part of this process to point out is time and prioritization
and you mentioned that a little bit earlier too.
Constant Change & Preparing,
Planning, and Creating a Vision

That is I think a big challenge for a lot of full practitioners or business
owners as well, is the change that can happen over time. There are things
that we can see that are coming and sometimes there are things that
happen that we can't see coming. !
Mark:!

I was just going to say that that's very true. Just for example today, I got a
call from a client who's spouse, and I won’t identify if it’s the husband or
the wife, but they didn't return the child and left a message that they
were taking off with the child for a couple weeks. !

!

That requires basically dropping everything to get an immediate court
order where other things that were in the high priority range take onestep act now. The clients have to know that when their need meets that
threshold, I'm going to drop everything to work on their client and work
on their issue.!

!

That's important and other people as they say you have to ... We
discussed a number of times, educate them to the system. Unfortunately,
I think everyone knows that the court systems are far more clogged than
they used to be and delays happen.!

!

Your friends who got a divorce in one year may take longer now because
there aren't as many judges or courts working on the case. That's an
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education process that I know we've discussed and how to present that
issue to the clients.!
Alanna:!

Yeah, and to work with an expert, someone like yourself who knows the
ins and outs of the system that's why it's important to work with
someone like you. !

Mark:!

One of the things that I should add is before we finished every session I
remember, you would say, "What did you get out of this session?" It
makes me articulate and focus on, okay when I'm walking out of this
door or away from this session, what did I get?
Reinforcement and Setting the
Stage for Progress

That is important for two reasons. One is that it’s very good
reinforcement and I happen to be a note taker, but it's very good
reinforcement, "Okay what did I get out of this session and how is it
going to impact my practice?" Two, it sets the stage for what we're going
to do in the next session.!

“Is my business growing? Is it growing in the way I want it to? Is
there a way to either streamline the process or is there a way to
prioritize differently? Just different ways of looking at things that
do change over time….It's like any business. Businesses change
and I think coaching changes.!
! I think as I explore different things, you can give this accurate
feedback, you get to it. We're certainly not talking about the same
thing we talked about two years ago. We're talking about different
issues now than we were two or three years ago.”!
Alanna:!

I actually really love that part of the session. Of course I love working
with people throughout the entire time, but at the end when we can talk
about, "What did you get from our session today or from our
conversation?"!
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I could try and guess what people are going to say and half the time it's
not what I would guess. It's something completely different. It's good to
hear that feedback. Like you said, for you as a client, it's a great way for
you to affirm for yourself, what did I discover? What did I learn? What
did I reaffirm or maybe it's something to carry over into the next session
as it's approaching that organic process.!

!

Speaking of process, you and I have been working together for quite a
while on and off, so why retain the working relationship? Why stick with
the process?!

Mark:!

This is all partition obviously that I got different things from you in the
beginning and I face new challenges as time goes on because there's
changes in clients, there's changes in law and there’s changes in just how
businesses function.
Flexibility and Accountability

A couple of things that I think are important when working with a coach
are, one is flexibility and accountability. It's a way of checking in to say,
"Yeah I am doing okay on this. I need to focus a little bit more on one
issue perhaps." You get feedback from what other people say and do in a
similar area, and it is definitely a process.!
It's more intense times than others, the coaching process not the practice.
I just say that, but when you're working with a coach and have the
ability to get instant feedback on different ideas that you’re maybe
toying with, even different accounting programs that I've used, but I
think that in the long run it still has the same goals.!
!

Is my business growing? Is it growing in the way I want it to? Is there a
way to either streamline the process or is there a way to prioritize
differently? Just different ways of looking at things that do change over
time. !

!

Therefore I think that the coaching process is an ongoing process. It's not
you come in, fix it, okay I broke my arm it's fixed now. Bye-bye. It's a lot
different. It's like any business. Businesses change and I think coaching
changes.!
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Valuable Feedback

I think as I explore different things, you can give this accurate feedback
you get to it. We're certainly not talking about the same thing we talked
about two years ago. We're talking about different issues now than we
were two or three years ago.!
Alanna:!

There would be another issue if we were. [laughing]!

Mark:!

Let me just say that I'm heavily involved in nonprofits and you help me,
I would say, sort out where my real goals are in that area as well, and
maintain an interest in activity in certain groups.!

!

But others that weren't giving me the feedback I wanted or fulfillment, I
wanted, ... We would agree on a time and then if that situation didn't
change, I drop those groups because they weren't giving me the feedback
I want.!

!

That was something I certainly never thought of when we started
working together. It's something that impacted my time management. It
impacted my availability for clients. It impacted my ability to work in the
groups where I'm really getting good feedback and have a sense that I'm
accomplishing something.!

!

Alanna? Hello? Alanna, I think we got cut off here.!

!

[Alanna was disconnected and then came back on]!

Alanna:!

Sorry about that. Are you still there?!

Mark:!

Yeah, I'm still here. I think we got cut off.!

Alanna:!

We did. My cellphone got disconnected. We'll just pick up where we are
now. I think what I was saying is, what I admire about you and what I
thought was neat about yourself, is that you're very passionate about
helping other people and devoting your time to nonprofit, to really
amazing causes, and you’re stand for kids in many different ways.!

“…coaching is a process. Be flexible. Be open-minded. Be
forthcoming with what you think are your challenges, your
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strengths and your weaknesses because a coach like a doctor, like a
baseball pitcher or anything, they can't help you unless you give
them the whole picture.”!
In working with you on that too I could see where we wanted to make
sure that the time that you were spending on these organizations or
being on the board, was not only helping other people, which of course
you were, but it was also fulfilling for you and that it was working well
within everything else that you wanted to achieve especially
professionally.
Time Management & ROI

Mark:!

This is very true. I would call it two things, one is certainly time
management. The other is feedback from any particular group. Not
necessarily accurate feedback, but feedback in terms of was I getting the
emotional return on it that I wanted? We went through the different
groups to see.!

Alanna:!

There's a return on investment in everything. It's not just financially. We
invest our time and energy and so it's like looking at what's that ROI for
those as well. As far as what would you like others to know about
coaching and how did working with me uniquely fit your needs?!

Mark:!

I think that's really two questions, but to answer the first one, what
would I tell people about coaching is, coaching is a process. Be flexible.
Be open-minded. Be forthcoming with what you think are your
challenges, your strengths and your weaknesses because a coach like a
doctor, like a baseball pitcher or anything, they can't help you unless you
give them the whole picture.!

!

Two, what did I get from working with you all these years and that will
continue. If I didn't feel that I was getting anything, obviously the
feedback and the ideas that I needed, I would be working with
somebody else is I think you're extraordinarily bright.!

!

I think you are perceptive in terms of what my personal issues may be
that you understand what my business is, you understand my varied
interest, things that obviously we both developed over time.!
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!

You know what my goals are in the nonprofit world, in the business
world and we're able to mesh those together. I think that's probably your
strength. Also it's what you bring to the table in terms of, "Yes, this is
going to be a big challenge, but let's maybe look at it a slightly different
way." It’s getting a second pair of eyes and looking at something. !

Alanna:!

It's always good to have somebody else’s help, even for myself
sometimes I reach out to friends or coaches and have them help me look
at it from a different point of view or perspective. How would you say
coaching has been a positive and productive investment for you and
your business?!

Mark:!

It certainly has prioritized some of my goals. It's helped me in the
resources you've given me or referred to such as someone to work on my
computer, billing systems, things that seems so inconsequential when
you're with a major firm.
Structure and Resources

When you're on your own, all of a sudden they’re huge issues. Those
things have helped. The structure is good. The ability to have
accountability on a schedule so that you don't just say, "I think in a
month or so I should look it all, I'll look at my billings, look at my
receivables, look at my work in progress."!
!

We're doing that on a regular schedule, so there's an automatic check in
which is very good and helpful. !

Alanna:!

That also leads to, how do you think coaching has made you a better
business owner?!

Mark:!

I do. I've used the word before so I don't want to overuse the word
priorities, but everyone has incredible demands on their time. Time
management is certainly a goal. Priorities will shift as a goal. Looking at
things with flexibility, in other words what worked for me in January
may not work in March, but it might be great again in June.!

!
!
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Priorities

The ability to, not go with the flow, but be flexible on the demands of the
practice which do change and some cases do demand more work at
times where then for whatever reason they're going to sit there because
nothing is particularly happening and that's okay.!

“One…they need to understand that you're a resource as well as a
coach and resource being one for different specialties or expertise. !
! Two, for looking at things a different way. Three, to see how a
particular issue or problem fits into the entire issue you're working
with or the entire business, whether it's selling books or legal
services or dentistry or anything else really.!
! Every business will have similar challenges and every business will
have challenges that are unique to that field. They're not
necessarily mutually exclusive. Anyone in the business has billing
challenges, receivable challenges.”
I have one case where the husband and wife are probably going to work
out 90% of the issues together. In other cases, the husband and wife can’t
even be in the same room together. The amount of the estate or the
amount of money involved is really not an issue. It's the personalities. I
think we have worked on those issues as well.!
Alanna:!

It's interesting. In working with people from different industries or
different types of businesses, it seems like people think that a lot of their
challenges are technical or tactical. What it boils down to is the fact that
we're human beings and we're dealing with other human beings.!

!

It’s how do we get along with them or communicate more effectively or
at least be a more active listener and address the challenges from that
place from a human standpoint.!
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Mark:!

I think we've also discussed child custody is a huge issue in family law,
is stepping back and saying, "What does this fit in the entire picture of
this divorce?" It's the ability to step back and take a fresh look
sometimes.!

Alanna:!

I bet. Again, emotions are pretty high in terms of what you do. In
rounding this down, what else would you want somebody know about
coaching and working with me so that they're leveraged to benefit from
it?!

Mark:!

One is full disclosure. The more discussion you have going in about the
nature of the business, challenges you perceive, the goals you have both
short-term and long-term, I think you need to communicate those to you.!

!

I feel that people need to understand accountability that on their own
goals they need to understand that you're a resource as well as a coach
and resource being one for different specialties or expertise. !

!

Two, for looking at things a different way. Three, to see how a particular
issue or problem fits into the entire issue you're working with or the
entire business, whether it's selling books or legal services or dentistry or
anything else really.
Business Challenges

Every business will have similar challenges and every business will have
challenges that are unique to that field. They're not necessarily mutually
exclusive. Anyone in the business has billing challenges, receivable
challenges. Approaching them in different ways is helpful.!
Alanna:!

Billing like accounts receivable is definitely something that I've seen
come up too not only in law practices, but in bookkeeping and in
dentistry and some other markets as well. That's what's interesting about
what I do as a business coach is that although there's a uniqueness to
what each of you do and the industry that you're in but yet the business
challenges are sometimes very similar.!

!

What would you say is the most important thing that you've learned
about yourself from business coaching?!
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Mark:!

The ability to be flexible. The ability to set goals, to modify those goals
when necessary and to prioritize and to take a look at the goals and see,
when we set those goals were they achievable in about say three months
rather than six months?!

!

Instead of six months were they really nine-month goals? I think that you
have to have goals, you have to have priorities and you have to be
flexible in them and make sure you stay on track, which is one of the
things that coaching does is keeps you focused on where you're going,
what you're doing and how you're getting there, where you can have
goals that are perhaps not as precise, but I think if you work with a coach
and in particular I know working with you, those goals were always
very specific.!

!

I don't walk out of a session with a vague idea where we're going. It's
specific goals and specific timetables.
Specific Timetables

Alanna:!

I appreciate you saying too about flexibility, because I've had clients
where they set a goal for themselves and I thought that it would take
them six months and nine months to get there and they ended up getting
there in three.!

!

Or it might take them a little longer than what they initially thought but
by allowing themselves be flexible and just stay in action and be in the
process, they end up still achieving it a few months later.!

!

You can stay stuck in the upset of, "I didn't do it by the time I said I
would" or you can celebrate in the fact that, "Wow, I did it."!

Mark:!

I think close things to happen, but I think when you're working with a
coach, if you have a six-month goal, we're constantly checking in to say,
"Okay, it's one month out of six. Are we making the progress we wanted
or have we made more?" Perhaps you can use some of your time on a
different project.!

“I think that you have to have goals, you have to have priorities and
you have to be flexible in them and make sure you stay on track,
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which is one of the things that coaching does is keeps you focused
on where you're going, what you're doing and how you're getting
there, where you can have goals that are perhaps not as precise, but
I think if you work with a coach and in particular I know working
with you, those goals were always very specific.”
Alanna:!

Yeah, checking in about the measurables and like you've mentioned a
few times here or as I talk about the people almost everyday is how to
effectively use their time so that they feel productive and they're seeing
the results that they want to see. Do you have any other comments that
you want to share to those that will be listening to this before we sign
off?!

Mark:!

I've been incredibly satisfied with my relationship with Alanna and that
will continue. I think that coaching is a process. It's not over in a finite
period of time and that there's always new challenges to face.!

!

It's easier to face them with somebody who is critical or looks at them
with a critical eye, not mean to - I don't want to use the word critical
again, but not meaning to downplaying idea but someone who has a
fresh set of eyes on a problem or a situation or a goal.
Collaboration

Alanna:!

Thank you, Mark. I look forward to continuing our collaboration and
working together so I can continue seeing your success. I thank you for
taking the time to participate in this.!

Mark:!

You're welcome. My pleasure.!

Alanna:!

Thank you.!

Mark:!

Bye-bye.!

Alanna:!

Bye-bye.!

!
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To download the audio and to view more case studies, go to:
i-love-my-life.com/successes/client-case-studies/
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S-Factor Leadership Process
!

“S-Factor” Leadership Process (aka Energy
Leadership™ Index Assessment) is like holding up a
mirror to reflect the world you see around you.!

!

This is a great diagnostic tool to be used as a starting
point. After experiencing this process you will feel a
greater sense of purpose, get more done with much
less effort and stress, and constantly attract positive
and powerful people and success to you. Most
importantly, you’ll be able to inspire and motivate
yourself and others. Learning these crucial pieces of
information will lead to and sustain your success.!

!

What is your level of success now and how
sustainable is your success? What features are
essential to YOUR success? We are looking for three
key elements: Sustainability, “Success-ability”, and “Sales-ability”.!

!

In reference to “leadership” it’s not just about your ability to lead others, it’s also about
you being a leader in your own life. Life is messy and circumstances can throw us off.
How resilient are you in difficult situations?!

!

The S-Factor Leadership Process is an attitudinal assessment, which is based on an
energy/action model. This assessment differs from personality assessments, as it is not
intended to label a person and have them work well within that label.!

!

Energy-Leadership-2.0-Sample-ReportInstead, it measures your level of energy based
on your attitude, or perception and perspective of your world. Because attitude is
subjective, it can be altered. That’s the good news!!
There are two main types of assessments, Personality and Attitudinal. Personality
based assessments, such as Myers Briggs and D.I.S.C. are very valuable tools that
pinpoint certain personality types so that people can have more of an understanding
about what their strengths and weaknesses are. By understanding your personality and
how it relates to what you do, you can adapt your behavior to “work with what you
have,” to function effectively.!

!

There are no limits as to the potential growth that you can achieve. Once you realize
that your level of consciousness is directly related to your actions, you can move from
functioning effectively, to functioning optimally.!

!

You’ll be debriefed on the findings of the results, and coached on how to navigate
yourself to higher performance in your personal life and your work life as a whole.!
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